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I MEET A TREE 

lntroductlon 

During the Congress, this workshop involved mme of the world’s most 
renowned tree spedalists and botanic garden educators meeting objects, 
around which their work is based, in a way they have never done before 
-by huggfngthem! “Meeta tree” isanQoellentgame toinclude in an 
education p”gramme on trees or a walk t h g h  a garden. 

How to play 
The grwp is divided into pairs, A& B. 
A weam a blindfold and B is the guide. 
Theobject of the g a m  ie for B to lead A toa treeand invite A to meet 
hisorhertree. 

Later, when the blindfold is removed, A will be asked to recognise his 
or her tree. 
When B leads A to the tree, he or she can help A remember by asking 



Meet a tree 

questions such as - 
0 Howbigisthistree? 

Can you reach the branches? 
0 How does the bark feel? etc. 

When A has recagnised his or her tree, A dr B swap positions, 
B now wears the blindfoId and Abecomes the guide. 
Anice way to finish the game is to ask the children to make a drawing 
of their own tree. 

Conclusions 
By taking away the sense d sight, “meet a tree” helps encourage 
children and adults to become aware of their environment through the 
four sense5 - touch, smell, taste and hearing. Through b e i i  blindfolded 
turd led, the gamut also enmu-ageschildren and adults to develop hust 
ineachother. 

The partidpants at the workshop in May experienced that.this game can 
be played at different levels. On meeting the tree blindfolded, not only 
did the participants feel, smell, li~h and taste the tree, but most of them 
actually managed to identify it - to the subspecies! The workshop was a 
lot of fun and out of it m e  a great deal of appreciation for nature. 
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